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Outline 
•  Exoplanet formation – an important question for the 

coming decades. 
•  The example of LkCa 15b: An exoplanet in the process 

of formation. 
•  Technology driving progress: contrast, polarisation, 

spectral range, spectral resolution… 
•  RHEA for SCExAO. 
•  The Planet Formation Imager 



Planet Formation 

•  One of the most exciting fields in astronomy, connecting star formation with 
exoplanets. Prior to searching for signs of life, “How do planetary systems form 
and evolve?” is the driving question. 

•  Strong momentum in the field, poised with advances with ALMA, GPI/SPHERE, 
ELTs, … 

HL Tau image 
ALMA 15km SV 
data 

We expect complexity beyond what ALMA and single apertures can ever resolve 

è Complexity requires imaging:  
 A dedicated high-angular resolution facility would fill a gap in the  
 instrumentation plan for the 2020/30’s (complementing ELTs, JWST, LSST, …) 

Full disk 235 AU ~1.7”  



Mid-infrared thermal 
emission from small 
dust grains 

For nearby star-
forming regions, 

d~100pc 

Gaps 5AU ~50 
milliarcseconds  

What are the relevant spatial scales? 

Circumplanetary accretion 
disk  
0.03 AU = 0.2 
milliarcseconds  

0.1 AU 

Radiation-hydrodynamics 
simulation  
by Zhu, Whitney & Dong 
(Kraus et al. 2014, Ayliffe & Bate 
2009) 



Detecting giant exoplanets and the effect they have on their environment between 
0.5 and 100 Myr informs the evolution of the whole planetary system 

Raymond et al. 2006 

Giant planet migration Dynamical instabilities 
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100 Myr 

Exoplanetary systems 



Masset et al. 

Dynamical interaction with gas-rich disk 

Architecture of planetary system 
determined by… 
 
•  Initial conditions of PMS disk 

•  Planetesimal formation/growth 

•  Planet-disk interaction 
(type I/II migration) 

•  Migration traps 
(deadzones, disk truncation, …) 

•  Planet-planet scattering 
(resonances, planet ejection, …) 

•  Disk evolution and  
environmental factors 

•  Scattering with  
planetesimal disk 

•  … 

Exoplanetary systems 



Young planets are primordial 
Planets migrate based on interactions with the protoplanetary gas 
disk (left; Armitage & Rice 2005) or other planets and planetesimals 
Young planets are bright(er) 
Hot start or cold start aside, young planet should be orders of 
magnitude brighter (below; Marley et al. 2007; Baraffe et al. 2003). 
 
BUT: Young Stars are far away, meaning: 
1)  5AU=0.035” : the full diffraction-limit of an 8-10m telescope is 

needed. 
2)  Solar-type stars are too faint for extreme-AO. 

The Case for Newly-Formed Planets 



Sites of Ongoing Planet Formation 

CoKu Tau/4 (Model; Quillen et al. 2004) 

Transitional Disks 
Some protoplanetary disks have large 
cleared gaps – perhaps signposts of 
ongoing planet formation? 

LkHa 330 (Submm image; Brown et al. 2009) 



LkCa15 – an ideal target 

Andrews et al. (2011) 
SMA, Sub-mm Image  
(Dusty Outer Disk) 

Thalmann et al. 2010 
HiCIAO, H-band Image 

(Inner Disk Wall) 

•  Mass:  1.03 +/- 0.05 M¤ from CO line dynamics 
(mm interferometry). 

•  Taurus star-forming region. Well-studied at 2-3 Myr 
age. 

•  d~150 pc; M*=1 M¤; Mdisk=55 Mjup 



The Challenge… 
•  The nearest star forming regions are at 

~140pc. 
•  This places the key planet-forming spatial 

scale of 10AU at 0.07”. 
•  Moderate to high contrast is needed (at 

least 1000:1). 
•  “Extreme” AO isn’t possible  
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Adaptive Optics 
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. Correct the turbulence introduced 
by the atmosphere, and hence 
concentrate the light of the 
primary star away from the planet. 
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. Correct the turbulence introduced 
by the atmosphere, and hence 
concentrate the light of the 
primary star away from the planet. 

Adaptive Optics 
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Arizona group example… 
An example of an AO system closing the loop  on Theta01 Ori B. Notice how 
easily a simple multiple star system is resolved. 
 
But imagine trying to see faint structures around the stars… 



Simultaneous PSF reference… 
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The best solution to imperfect imaging is 
to always include a convenient 
unresolved object in your field of view. 
 
This is an example of Mira at 656nm 
(data taken ~1 year ago). 



Aperture Mask Interferometry 
Placing an aperture mask in 
the pupil plane cleans up 
aberrations like defocus, 
coma etc.  

This enables better calibration of images, 
and has been used as a high-resolution 
imaging technique for more than 100 years 
(although only 2 holes before 1980). 

Right: Michelson in ~1890… 



•  The primary observables are typically derived from the image Fourier-
transform, which is the auto-correlation of the pupil function for a point-
source. 

•  An image i is formed by the convolution of a PSF m and the true object o. 
This is simply multiplication in the Fourier domain – as long as most of the 
Fourier plane is covered, the object information is available.  
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Aperture Mask Interferometry 
Pupil-Plane è Fourier-Plane O(u) Image è 



Kernel Phase 
There is always more phase information in the (u,v)-plane than the pupil-plane. 
This extra information is the Kernel-Phase (Martinache 2010) and represents 
the smallest principle components of Fourier phase on point source images. 
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Example: High Strehl (full pupil) 
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Example: High Strehl (9h mask) 
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Example: Low Strehl (full pupil) 
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Example: Low Strehl (9h mask) 
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Example: With Binary (full pupil) 



 LkCa 15b 

•  Original publication (Kraus and Ireland 2012): all non redundant masking, with 5-
sigma contrasts at ~500:1 (6.8 magnitudes).  

•  Image-reconstruction using MACIM (Ireland et al 2008), plus lots of model fitting. 
•  The total luminosity (1-3 x 10-3 Lsun) inconsistent with non-planet explanations, but 

scattering not ruled out. 

Blue=K’, Red=L’ Andrews (2011) sub-mm 



Orbital Motion? (K’ filter) 
~6 degrees/year motion (3-4 degrees deprojected) – consistent 
with Keplerian rotation (~100 year period for 1 M¤, 20 AU). 



(2013 data poorer quality… story less clear)  



More follow-up Imaging/Masking 

Follow-up now full-
pupil imaging for 
L/M, Masking for 

H/K.  
(some images are 

preliminary…) 
 

>7 mags contrast 

2012 January (Ms) 

2012 January (H) 



Orbital Motion 

•  Imaging with super-
resolution has 
artifacts: better to fit. 

•  For epochs fit well 
by 3 additional point-
sources, all show 
clockwise rotation. 

•  4 out of 6 blob/
colour combinations 
are statistically 
significant (up to 10 
sigma) 



Orbital Motion + CO 2-1 

Simon et al (2001), IRAM 

 
Image Rotation + Doppler 
velocities uniquely 
determine disk orientation. 
 
The preferred Thalmann 
(2010) orientation is 
confirmed – reflection not 
forward scattering to the NW 

Background 

Foreground 



Scattering? 

Three clouds of dust ~3AU in size (large planet Hill-sphere) 
can just intercept enough starlight to explain the L-band 
emission (albedo=1), but would struggle at M-band… 

Filter Contrast 
(mags) 

H > 6.8 

K 4.8-5.6 

L 4.1-4.7 

Ms 3.5 

Dust Type τ=0.5 τ=1 τ=2 

Dirty Ice 4.1 4.2 4.15 

Silicate 1.35 1.02 0.95 

“K Dark” 
dust 

0.42 0.33 0.32 

Emission is very red.  Exotic/bright 
scattering needs a forward scattering 
geometry. We don’t have this luxury. 
 



Line Emission/Fluorescence? 

Espaillat et al (2008), IR 
Excess spectrum. 

A 1% excess over 
0.7 microns is e.g. a 
70% excess over 
10nm. Not seen in 
the excess 
spectrum. 

In the context of HD 
169142 and V1247 Ori 
(both which have a strong 
UV field) we have to 
consider line emission. 



Line Emisison/Fluorescence? 

Espaillat et al (2008), IR 
Excess spectrum. 

A 1% excess over 
0.7 microns is e.g. a 
70% excess over 
10nm. Not seen in 
the excess 
spectrum. 

In the context of HD 
169142 and V1247 Ori 
(both which have a strong 
UV field) we have to 
consider line emission. 

Also nothing 
at >5 mags 
contrast… 



How do you heat material 
enough to glow at 3.5 microns – 
and keep it at that temperature? 
(~900 K) 

l Direct Luminosity:  
No way this can get the job done on 
5-20 AU scales 

l Collisions: 
Hard to do with collisions of 
planetesimals, but perhaps a shock 
or tide in a stream of accreting 
material? Horseshoe orbits? 

l Energy feedback: 
The planet is accreting –feedback to 
the environment via winds/jets? 

Red: Disk 
Blue: No 
Disk 

What is the Energy Source??? 



Model: Thermal Emission…  
BUT – thermal emission from what?  



MagAO: H-alpha Emission Detected! 

34 
Sallum et al (2015), Nature 



Missing Information… 
•  Is the H-alpha really an accretion signature due to the 

planet? E.g. What is the spectral width? If only 100 km/s, 
then the contrast should be 1.6 magnitudes in the line core! 

•  Which way is the disk rotating? 
•  What is the scattering contribution at small orbital radii? 
•  Are there kinematic circumplanetary disk signatures? 
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Requires: 
1.  High spectral resolution. 
2.  Polarimetry combined with well calibrated techniques (e.g. masking) 
3.  Operation at R~11.5 
4.  Visible through to mid-IR operation. 



Subaru – SCExAO offers some of this 
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Polarimetry 
 
High-contrast 
 
Limited to bright stars 
(but R~11.5 OK) 



Subaru – SCExAO offers some of this 
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Polarimetry 
 
High-contrast 
 
Limited to bright stars 
(but R~11.5 OK) 

New Capability: 
Mini-IFU injection  
into RHEA 



RHEA Team 
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•  Original concept was compact 
precision radial velocity 
spectrographs for small telescopes. 

•  One early prototype and 2 full 
versions created. 

•  Key player is Tobias Feger (below) 
who is completing his Macquarie Uni 
PhD. 
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Location of RHEA at IR Nasmyth 

Spectrograph 

Electronics &  
Calibration 



Injection Unit 
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•  Injection unit includes its own x/y/
focus stage. 

•  Includes a CMOS detector running 
at 3 to 300Hz for active alignment. 

•  Includes an internal reference 
source for injecting a flat field or 
arc lamp 

•  Super-compact! ~150 x 200mm. 

Fiber IFU without 
protective sleeve. 
Assembled with 
<1 micron 
tolerances. 



Injection Unit 
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Image-Plane View: 3x3 fiber array can be 
positioned anywhere in the field of view. 

Reference multi-mode fiber is in the corner of 
the field of view. 

Parameter Value 

Fiber Separation 0.016” 

Fiber acceptance 
FWHM 

0.008” 

Wavelength 
Range 

600-800nm 

Positioning 
accuracy 

0.003” (OL) 
0.001” (CL) 



RHEA 
Spectrograph 
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(Visible RHEA) 

Parameter Value 
Spectral Resolution 60,000 

Peak Efficiency 40% 

Slit Length 2.75mm 
(11 x 0.25mm) 

De-magnified slit 
length 

0.25mm 

Pupil Diameter 11mm 
Baseplate Temp. 
Stability 

0.001K 



Anticipated Performance 
•  Throughput will be very low… at best: 22% Subaru/AO188/SCExAO, 30% 

spectrograph + injection unit efficiency, 20% couplingè About 1.3% overall. 
•  Still gives SNR~70 per resolution element in 10 minutes for R~11.5. 
•  Radial velocity precision should be in the <10m/s range based on prototype tests 
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RHEA Science 
Cases •  Detecting accreting protoplanets 

•  Velocity-resolved scattered light protoplanetary disks 
•  Velocity-resolved shells of giant stars 
•  Velocity-resolved convection in giant stars 
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Assuming successful commissioning, my team and I are happy to help SCExAO 
observers in future semesters! 
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The Planet Formation Imager (PFI) project 

(Some slides from S. Kraus’s ESO 2014 HIRES conference talk)  

PFI project collaborators so far: 
Executive team for first year: John Monnier, Stefan Kraus, Michael Ireland 

(David Buscher) 
Kick-off committee: Jean-Philippe Berger, Chris Haniff, Lucas Labadie,  

Sylvestre Lacour, Romain Petrov, Jörg-Uwe Pott, Steve Ridgway, Jean 
Surdej, Theo ten Brummelaar, Peter Tuthill, Gerard van Belle 

Science WG coordinators: Jean-Charles Augereau, Gaspard Duchene,  
Catherine Espaillat, Sebastian Hönig, Attila Juhasz, Claudia Paladini,  
Joshua Pepper, Keivan Stassun, Neal Turner, Gautam Vasisht 

Simulations: Matthew Bate, Robin Dong, Tim Harries, Barbara Whitney, 
Zhaohuan Zhu 

A quick introduction! 



Goal of PFI:   
Study the formation process and early dynamical evolution of 
exoplanetary systems on spatial scales of the Hill sphere of the forming 
planets 

 
Strategy:   

Formulate the science requirements and identify the key technologies; 
Build support in the science & technology community; 
Prepare for upcoming funding opportunities for design studies and technology 
demonstrators. 
 

We have formed working groups: 
è Science Working Group (SWG): 

 Develops and prioritizes key achievable science cases 

è Technical Working Group (TWG): 
 Conducts concept studies that will allow us to identify the key technologies  
 and to develop a technology roadmap 

Planet Formation Imager (PFI) project 



•  Sensitivity to thermal emission for 300K grains  è mid-IR (10 μm) 

•  “Hill-sphere” size region of Jupiter at 1 AU (0.03 AU)  
in nearby star forming region (140pc) 
è 0.2 milliarcseconds 

•  0.2 mas at 10 μm  
è requires 10 km baselines 

•  Sensitivity to see a circumplanetary disk 
–  T Tauri star Nmag=7.5  
–  Best case circumplanetary disk: Nmag=11 

•  Also should image exoplanets themselves for <100 Myr clusters  
to probe dynamical relaxation of giant planet architectures 
–  10Myr: 1 MJup = Nmag ~15.7 
–  100MYr: 1 MJup Nmag ~18.5 

•  Very complex scenes... Like 400x400 pixel imaging 

Top-Level Science Requirements (Preliminary!) 



1.  NIR/MIR Conventional Direct Detection Interferometer 
2.  MIR Heterodyne Interferometer 
3.  MIR/FIR Space Interferometer 
4.  ALMA ++ 
5.  Coronagraph, Occulter 

Architecture Overview 



•  Basics 
–  Mid-infrared key science 
–  7 km baselines (>0.4m vacuum pipes) 
–  2m minimum telescope diameter for NIR fringe tracking 

•  Natural guide star AO is sufficient for YSO case 
–  10m maximum telescope diameter to maintain at least 0.2” field of view 
–  N>20 telescopes due to  

complex imaging  

Architecture 1: 
Conventional ground-based interferometer design 



•  Charlie Townes’ Infrared Spatial Interferometer (ISI)  
is a mid-IR interferometer 
–  Limiting magnitude 500 Jy 
–  BUT…  this is largely due to tiny ISI bandwidth (λ/Δλ = 10,000) 

•  Dispersing the light and mixing it with Laser Frequency Combs 
allows to create thousands of ISI bandwidths  è �
(Ireland et al. 2014, SPIE) 

•  Advantages 
–  Higher throughput to detection 
–  Ideal beam combination which is  

crucial for complex imaging 

•  Must still phase up MIR using  
NIR fringe tracking 
–  However, it is sufficient to  

phase up 4-5 nearest neighbors 

•  Also need >=2m class telescopes 

Architecture 2: 
Heterodyne Interferometry 

SNR /
p
N



Learn more and join us at:  www.planetformationimager.org 
(SPIE papers can be found in “Resources” section) 

Thanks! 
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The PFI Science Working Group (SWG) 

Develops and prioritizes key achievable science cases 
Lead by PFI Project Scientist: Stefan Kraus 
 
About 100 scientist investigate the following topics: 

1.  Protoplanetary Disk Structure & Disk Physics  (lead by Neal Turner) 

2.  Planet Formation Signatures in PMS Disks  (lead by Attila Juhasz) 

3.  Protoplanet Detection & Characterisation  (lead by Catherine Espaillat) 

4.  Late Stage of Planetary System Formation  (lead by Jean-Charles Augereau) 

5.  Architecture of Planetary Systems  (lead by Joshua Pepper) 

6.  Planet formation in Multiple Systems  (lead by Gaspard Duchene) 

7.  Star Forming Regions / Target Selection  (lead by Keivan Stassun) 

8.  Secondary Science Cases: Exoplanet-related Science  (lead by Gautam Vasisht) 

9.  Secondary Science Cases: Stellar Astrophysics  (lead by Claudia Paladini) 

10. Secondary Science Cases: Extragalactic Science  (lead by Sebastian Hönig) 

Interested scientists are welcome to join è www.planetformationimager.org 



The PFI Technical Working Group (TWG) 

Identifies the key technologies and develops a technology roadmap 
Lead by PFI Project Architects: David Buscher and Michael Ireland 

Concept architectures: 
1.  Visible and NIR interferometry  (lead by Romain Petrov) 
2.  Mid-IR interferometry – direct detection  (lead by David Buscher) 
3.  Mid-IR interferometry – heterodyne  (lead by Michael Ireland) 
4.  Far-IR interferometry  (lead by Stephen Rhinehard) 
5.  mm-wave interferometry  (lead by Andrea Isella) 
6.  Non-interferometric techniques:  Occulters, ELTs, Hypertelescopes, … 

Technology Roadmap Team: 
1.  Space-based systems  (lead by Gautam Vasisht and Fabien Malbet) 
2.  Heterodyne systems  (lead by Ed Wishnow) 
3.  Adaptive optics and laser guide stars  (lead by Theo ten Brummelaar) 
4.  Fringe tracking  (lead by Antoine Merand) 
5.  Polarimetry  (lead by Karine Perraut and Jean-Baptiste LeBouquin) 
6.  Telescopes and enclosures  (lead by John Monnier and Jörg-Uwe Pott) 
7.  Beam relay  (lead by David Mozurkewich) 
8.  Delay lines  (lead by David Buscher) 
9.  Beam combination optics  (lead by Stefano Minardi) 
10.  Detectors 
11.  Nonlinear optics for mid-IR frequency combs 
12.  Image Reconstruction (lead by Fabien Baron) 

Interested scientists are welcome to join è www.planetformationimager.org 



Conclusions… 
•  Optimal imaging in the presence of variable PSFs/MTFs is difficult 

even if the distribution of PSFs/MTFs is known. 
•  Full pupil imaging is only a little better than masking in the shot-

noise limit, if the highest spatial frequencies are probed. 
•  In the moderate to high-Strehl regime, simplifying the observables to 

Fourier amplitude, eigenphase and kernel-phase make sense. 
•  At moderate Strehls, the use of a non-redundant mask improves 

performance. 
•  Single-aperture telescopes will never be good enough… we need 

the Planet Formation Imager! Join now! 
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What about ADI etc? 
•  At larger separations (~4 times the diffraction 

limit), Angular Differential Imaging and “LOCI” 
have been very successful. 

•  But a speckle at (x,y) 
has amplitude ~ 
|E0(x.y)+ Eσ(x.y)|2 , with 
 
Eσ = F  [ε(u,v) ] 
 
•  Speckles are 
first-order in pupil-plane phase errors ε. 



What about Coronagraphy? 
•  Coronagraphy eliminates the off-axis diffraction-

limited electric-field E0. 
•  Errors are second-order in pupil-plane phase-

aberration ε, just like visibility amplitude. 
•  Only kernel/closure-phase is third-order in pupil-

plane phase errors. 



•  Advantage of extending an existing successful facility 
•  Disadvantages: 

–  sensitivity only to large dust grains, cool grains 
–  no access to complementary new line tracers 

•  LLAMA: Long Latin American Millimeter Array 

Architecture 4: 
ALMA with longer baselines 



•  Ground-based Coronagraph 
–  Visible 30m extreme AO – 4 milliarcseconds 
–  Insufficient resolution for core science…  

but complementary and very exciting! 
 

•  Space occulter 
–   

 
è Distance between spacecraft and shade: 30AU 
(and 10km shade – use asteroid?) 

Non-interferometry architectures 

Resolution /
r

�

d



•  Sensitivity considerations 
–  4m telescopes with H/K band fringe tracking 
–  10s coherent integrations can get to N~7.5 

•  Compatible with water vapor “seeing” 
–  10 hours integration of bispectra can get down to N=15 in principle 

(detect individual giant planets) 
–  SWG/TWG will validate SNR model using realistic simulations 

Architecture 1: 
Conventional ground-based interferometer design 



Orbital Motion? (L’ filter) 



Orbital Motion? (L’ filter) 



Full Pupil Versus SAM/NRM 
In the (u,v) or Fourier-plane 
(image Fourier transform), 
Sparse Aperture Masking 
(SAM, Europe) or Non-
Redundant Masking (NRM, 
US) has a much smaller 
pupil-plane footprint for each 
baseline compared to a full 
pupil. 
 
However, the (u,v)-plane 
remains mostly filled. 
 
Despite losing light,  
high-angular resolution 
information is retained  
and calibrates better. 


